Purpose: To ascertain the potential pathogenicity of a retinitis pigmentosa (RP)-causing RHO F45L allele in a family affected by congenital achromatopsia (ACHM).
Introduction
Comprehensive sequencing of the entire genome or exome of individual persons at affordable cost and widely accessible databases of annotated human genomic sequences have given impetus to personalized genomic medicine. [1] [2] [3] Since new DNA sequencing technology enables the examination of all genes of a single person simultaneously, occasionally rare and unsuspected alleles associated with specific diseases may be uncovered along with mutations in genes that are anticipated according to the known clinical phenotype. 4 Here, we report on an event in which the initial exome sequencing data predicted dire consequences for two siblings diagnosed with achromatopsia (ACHM). 5 condition have virtually no cone photoreceptor function (rod monochromacy) beginning in early childhood; the residual rod-mediated function is the mainstay of their vision. When the clinical diagnosis was confirmed by the identification of mutations in a gene that is critical for cone phototransduction (CNGA3) using whole exome sequencing, the process simultaneously revealed that they also harbor a mutant RHO allele (F45L), which has been reported to cause autosomal dominant retinitis pigmentosa (RP). [6] [7] [8] [9] The possibility that these children could develop additional severe visual loss in adulthood due to loss of both cone and rod functions prompted us to investigate further the pathogenicity of the RHO F45L allele, [6] [7] [8] [9] and to assess directly the structural integrity of the subjects' photoreceptors by the newly available noninvasive live imaging of rods and cones. [10] [11] [12] The prevalence of ACHM is estimated to be 1 in 30,000 worldwide. 13 To date, mutations in five genes are known to associate with ACHM; these genes encode essential components of cone phototransduction. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] Therefore, the biological disease mechanism of ACHM is a defective phototransduction cascade in all three types of cones. Two pathogenic ACHMcausing mutations in the two siblings were identified initially by exome sequencing (proband, individual V:3 in Fig. 1) ; they are two compound heterozygous mutations c.829C.T p.R277C and c.1580T.G p.L527R 5 in the CNGA3 gene that encodes the channel-forming a-subunit of the cone-specific cyclic nucleotide (cGMP)-gated cation channel. 18 These mutations are pathogenic and, thus, they confirmed the clinical diagnosis.
The group of hereditary rod-cone dystrophies collectively known as RP affects approximately 1 in 4000 persons worldwide. 23 Genetically and clinically, RP is notably heterogeneous. Nearly 50 genes are known to be associated with the different genetic types of RP, and there are over 100 mutations identified in the gene encoding rhodopsin, the visual pigment that initiates the phototransduction cascade in rod photoreceptors (http://www.sph.uth.tmc.edu/ retnet). The clinical phenotypes, including severity and age of onset, caused by mutations in RHO vary widely: from severe, retina-wide impaired rod function early in life to mildly compromised vision (20/25) that can be compatible with normal rods in late adult life. [24] [25] [26] While there is clearly allelic specificity, which may correlate with the multiple underlying pathogenic mechanisms, including defective phototransduction and failure of rhodopsin targeting to the photorecep- tor outer segment, 9 environmental and epigenetic factors most likely contribute to individual and intrafamilial variations of disease severity as well. 9, 24, 25 In other words, while projections of genotypephenotype correlations can be made statistically in groups, 6 the detailed phenotypic expression of a particular RHO mutation in a person is far from predictable. 9, 24, 25 The mutant RHO F45L allele was first reported in 1 of 161 unrelated patients with autosomal dominant RP and not in 118 normal subjects; it cosegregated in eight (five affected, three unaffected) members of a three generation family. Another family affected by the RHO F45L allele was characterized and reported by Berson et al. 6 Amino acid F45 is 100% conserved among vertebrate rhodopsins, indicating that it may serve an important biological function. 27 Commonly used prediction software of protein function such as PolyPhen2 (http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/) calls RHO F45L as 'probably damaging'; SIFT analysis (http:// sift.jcvi.org/) classifies this change 'deleterious'. While RHO F45L might not alter protein stability, 9, 28 analysis using a structure-based approach has suggested that its location at the dimer interface possibly impacts dimer formation/stability and, thus, could affect rod phototransduction. [29] [30] [31] Because of the very few unrelated RP patients reported with the RHO F45L allele, [6] [7] [8] [9] we sought to identify additional carriers to ascertain the phenotype.
Methods
This study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and had institutional ethics approval from the University of Auckland (NTX 08-12-123/ Aþ4290), Medical College of Wisconsin (CHW 07/ 77), Chicago Lighthouse for People Who Are Blind or Visually Impaired, and the University of T¨ubingen. Members of the nuclear family and extended family of the proband's maternal grandmother (individual III:8 in Fig. 1 ) were identified and recruited following informed consent. Normal controls unrelated to the family and autosomal dominant RP patients were included as well.
Blood/DNA samples of patients and healthy subjects analyzed retrospectively in this study were recruited and collected over a 20 year period.
Mutation Analysis
Biological samples (peripheral venous blood or saliva) were collected for DNA extraction to screen for RHO F45L and/or CNGA3 L527R alleles. Since this family is of European descent, we screened 597 unrelated normal controls of similar ethnicity and 115 autosomal dominant RP patients for F45L. Family and control DNA samples were screened for CNGA3 c.1580T.G (Primers forward: 5 0 -GAGCCTCCCA-GACAAGCTGAAG-3 0 and reverse: 5 0 -AGTAGC-CAATGCTGCGGATGTT-3 0 .) and RHO c.113T.C via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and direct Sanger sequencing on an ABI 3700 prism genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems Inc., Foster City, CA). Further details of PCR primers and conditions, purification and sequencing are described in the Supplemental Information. Nucleotide sequences were compared with the National Center for Biotechnology Information reference sequences (CNGA3 NC_000,002.11 and RHO NG_009,115.1) using CodonCode Aligner version 3.5.1 (CodonCode Corporation, Centerville, MA).
Clinical Examination
Selected individuals (asterisks, Fig. 1 ), identified following mutational analysis of CNGA3 and RHO, underwent comprehensive ophthalmic examination including Snellen visual acuity, color vision testing, slit lamp biomicroscopy, and dilated fundoscopy. Spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) and fundus autofluorescence were acquired using Spectralis HRA þ OCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany), and standard electrodiagnostic assessment (pattern and flash electroretinograms) was recorded according to the International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision (ISCEV) standards using gold foil electrodes and full field Ganzfeld stimulus with Roland-Consult equipment.
Adaptive Optics Imaging of the Photoreceptor Mosaic
To examine the subclinical structure of the rods and cones in the three children of the nuclear family, two affected (V:3, V:4) and the unaffected sibling V:5 (carrier of both F45L and R277C), as well as their mother (IV:10) and grandmother (III:8), who are carriers of both F45L and L527R, were assessed using an adaptive optics scanning light ophthalmoscope Up to 40 B-scans from these 100-scan sequences were registered and averaged to reduce speckle noise in the image as previously described. 32 Images of the photoreceptor mosaic were obtained using a previously described AOSLO. 10 The wavelength of the super luminescent diode used for retinal imaging was 775 nm, subtending a field of view of 0.968 3 0.968. Separate image sequences of 100 to 200 frames each were acquired at various parafoveal and perifoveal locations. Parafoveal images were acquired by instructing the patient to fixate on one of the corners of the raster scan square, while the perifoveal images were acquired using an internal fixation target.
Images were processed as previously described, by first correcting for the intraframe distortions within the raw image sequence caused by the sinusoidal motion of the resonant optical scanner. 10 The corrected images were then registered and averaged using a previously described strip-registration algorithm. 33 From these images, cell density was calculated over a 55 3 55 lm sampling window using a previously described semi-automated algorithm implemented in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts). 34 Since the rods greatly outnumber the cones in the perifoveal images, we utilized the algorithm to identify the rods by removing any cones during the user review step. Estimates of cone density for these perifoveal images were obtained using manual identification of the large, coarsely spaced cones.
Results

Mutation Analysis and Pedigree
The RHO F45L allele was not seen in the 597 unrelated normal controls of European origin, or in 115 autosomal dominant RP patients. Retrospective data analysis showed that this variant had not been seen
Starting with knowledge of the nuclear family, we contacted members of the extended family to construct a pedigree. Early results from individuals III:8 and III:5 (half-brother of III:8) in Figure 1 suggested that the RHO F45L allele was inherited from their father. Accordingly, the search was focused on the descendants of his siblings. Individuals were tested for their CNGA3 L527R and RHO F45L carrier status and the results are shown in Figure 1 . Our efforts yielded the identification of five members of the extended family who are carriers of the RHO F45L allele alone, and five additional individuals with the RHO F45L variant also carried a CNGA3 L527R mutation heterozygously.
Clinical Findings in Patients with ACHM and Who Are Carriers of RHO F45L
As reported previously, 5 two individuals in this family (V:3 and V:4) were diagnosed as having ACHM in addition to harboring the RHO F45L allele. Detailed clinical examination at age 15 (V:3) and age 12 (V:4) showed a blunted foveal reflex, normal appearance of the optic nerve, normal vessels, and no sign of peripheral degeneration. In both individuals, electroretinogram (ERG) testing using the ISCEV protocol showed nondetectable cone function, both with the single flash and 30-Hz flicker. The isolated rod response was of normal amplitude and implicit time in both individuals, and the maximum combined dark-adapted response was normal in V:4 and just below the normal limit for V:3 (with both having normal implicit time). The ERG data indicate that the patients' rod function was not reduced by the RHO F45L allele. These results are consistent with a typical ACHM phenotype and inconsistent with a diagnosis of RP. To see if the presence of the RHO F45L allele in any way affected the retinal phenotype, we acquired high resolution retinal images for comparison with previously reported ACHM patients. As shown in Figure 2 on OCT, V:4 showed foveal cavitation, which has been reported previously in ACHM. 12, 22 While his sister (V:3) did not show this defect, the second hyperreflective band (corresponding to the ellipsoid portion of the inner segment [ISe]) appeared less distinct at the fovea than the periphery. The brother (V:4) also showed incomplete excavation of the inner retinal layers (foveal hypoplasia), while his sister (V:3) did not. Both OCT scans were confirmed to pass through the presumed foveal center by referring to the volume images and identifying the location with the deepest foveal pit and/or most complete excavation of the inner retinal layers. Interestingly, the nystagmus in V:3 was much worse than that for V:4.
Imaging of the photoreceptor mosaic was undertaken with AOSLO. As shown in Figure 3 , we observed a significantly disrupted parafoveal photoreceptor mosaic in both of the patients with ACHM, similar to images previously published for other patients with ACHM. 12 In these images, it is thought that the small bright reflective cells are healthy rod photoreceptors, while the larger dark circles represent nonwaveguiding cone photoreceptors. Images of the perifoveal mosaic (Fig. 4) also revealed findings consistent with previous reports in patients with 12 and (c) Subject 12 ACHM CNGA3 heterozygote from Genead et al. 12 (d) V:4 Rod density is 83,300 rods/mm 2 , consistent with that reported previously in this location. 11, 35 His cone density (2400 cones/mm 2 ) is significantly reduced from that expected from these previous studies (~11,000 cones/mm 2 ). Some nonwaveguiding cones are present, as has been shown in other patients with ACHM. 12 ACHM. 12 Rod density in V:4 was consistent (83,300 rods/mm 2 ) with that reported previously for this location both in vivo 11 and ex vivo, 35 and as with other rod monochromats, we observed a small population of residual cones, with a density of 2400 cones/mm 2 ( Fig. 4D ). While this is well below that expected for normals (11,000 cones/mm 2 ), there do appear to be cones surviving despite the presence of CNGA3 mutations. Nystagmus was too severe in V:3 to determine the imaging location in her retina (and, thus, reliable quantitative analysis); although qualitatively, her images were similar to those of V:4. Taken together, these data reveal a typical ACHM phenotype that appears to be unaffected by the presence of an RHO P45L allele.
Clinical Presentation of RHO F45L Carriers
Detailed clinical examination and tests of the five carriers of the RHO F45L allele alone (age 24-80 years) showed that they were all free of the classic symptoms and signs of RP. The clinical results are summarized in Table 1 . Figure 5 includes the ERG of one of the five carriers of RHO F45L (individual III:5). At age 74, his test results were within the range of healthy controls. He had some mild macular degeneration as indicated by the presence of drusen on his fundus photos. Most importantly, his normal dim flash scotopic response at age 74 ruled out RP. Furthermore, the ERG of two individuals (III:8 and IV:10) who are carriers of RHO F45L and CNGA3 L527R heterozygously (Fig. 5) were also normal. While not examined, all the other double heterozygous carriers of RHO F45L and CNGA3 L527R (Fig. 1) reported no night blindness, which is usually the earliest symptom of RP. The data obtained from this large family are inconsistent with a clinical diagnosis of RP in the carriers of the RHO F45L allele.
Retinal Structure in RHO F45L Carriers
Examination with SD-OCT showed normal retinal lamination in four RHO F45L carriers imaged, though V:5 had incomplete excavation of inner retinal layers at the fovea (Fig. 6) . One of these carriers (V:5) was previously shown to carry the CNGA3 R277C mutations heterozygously as well, 5 and III:8 carried the same CNGA3 L527R mutation heterozygously as her daughter IV:10. As mentioned above, III:5 only carried RHO F45L. All of the hyperreflective bands associated with the photoreceptors 36 appeared continuous and of normal contour (though III:5 did have subretinal mounds corresponding to the drusen visible in his fundus image). Retinal thickness was measured from the OCT volume scans in three of these carriers (III:8, IV:10, V:5) and found to be normal (Supplementary Figure S1) . These data are consistent with normal retinal structure in these patients, despite the presence of the RHO F45L allele.
To examine the subclinical photoreceptor phenotype associated with the RHO F45L allele, we obtained images of the rod and cone mosaic in two individuals who carried both RHO F45L and a CNGA3 mutation heterozygously (IV:10 and V:5), as well as a family member who only carried a CNGA3 mutation heterozygously (IV:9). Images of the photoreceptor mosaic in these individuals are shown in Figure 7 . The images reveal a complete, contiguous cone mosaic near the fovea (top row) and normal rod and cone mosaics at about 108 in the perifovea (bottom row). Cone and rod density for all three were within normal values (Table 2) . Collectively, the high resolution imaging tools failed to detect any defect in rod or cone structure in individuals carrying the RHO F45L mutation, which is compatible with RHO F45L being nonpathogenic.
Discussion
The simplest interpretation of our data is that the RHO F45L variant may not be pathogenic. This is consistent with recent work showing the F45L variant to be trafficked normally in neuronal cells and to function as a photolabile pigment with a spectral profile identical to wild type. 37 It can be argued that the true cause of RP in the few previously reported patients is not RHO F45L. For the three generation RP family, cosegregation of phenotype in the eight members might be explained by postulating that the actual pathogenic genetic defect is in linkage disequilibrium to RHO F45L. 9 The actual mutation may lie in unanalyzed regions of RHO (i.e., 5 0 or 3 0 regulatory sequences or within the introns). Whole exome or genome sequencing of DNA from these RP patients may reveal alternative explanations for their phenotype.
However, accumulated evidence cited in the preceding paragraphs in support of the pathogenicity of RHO F45L is fairly strong. Therefore, alternative interpretations cannot be dismissed offhand. For example, it is possible that the pathogenicity of F45L is determined by the relative expressivity of the mutant RHO allele and the normal RHO allele, such that a disease phenotype is absent clinically if the mutant allele has a lower than normal expressivity. This conjectural mechanism is analogous to what underlies incomplete penetrance reported for autosomal dominant RP caused by mutations in PRPF31. 38 It is also noted that PRPF31 encodes a protein essential for premRNA splicing; among the substrates of PRPF31 is rhodopsin. Mutant PRPF31 inhibits pre-mRNA splicing of intron 3 in RHO, which results in reduction of RHO expression and cell death by apoptosis. 39 Therefore, in addition to its own regulatory mechanisms, RHO expression may be modulated by other genes that could determine the relative expressivity of the mutant and normal RHO allele.
It is noteworthy, that members of the extended family corroborated on anecdotal reports of visual problems in two deceased potential carriers of RHO F45L who were two generations apart. One had noticeable photophobia (individual III:3) and the other ''unexplained blindness'' around age 30 (sister of I:2). The only three children of the former have normal RHO alleles; the latter was not married and had no offspring. Lacking direct information, one could only speculate that these two individuals might have had some symptoms of RP. On that premise, they would likely have harbored the RHO F45L allele and chromosomal recombination events could have made the mutant allele more or as expressive as the normal allele, leading to a RP phenotype of variable severity. Even if such spontaneous mutations could in theory occur in V:3 and V:4, the probability is expected to be very small.
From the serendipitous discovery of both coneand rod-specific mutations in one person to phenotyping individuals with cellular resolution, this study reflects the emerging reality of personalized genomic medicine. 3 As new tools that can provide vast amounts of precise personal genetic information become more available, unique situations that require highly individualized treatment and management such as the case reported here will occur much more often than before the new era of personalized medicine.
